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The following changes have been made to the posted 2019-2023 General Class Question Pool released January 4, 2019.  

Other minor formatting changes have been made to the online document. 

 

 

In the syllabus at the top of the pool: 

G1 - Changed “61 Questions” to “64 Questions” 

G6 - Changed “28 Questions” to “27 Questions” 

 

In the pool itself: 

 

G1B06 - Choice A, changed “takes” to “take”  

 

G1D11 – Modified question to read: “What is required to obtain a new General Class license after a previously-held 

license has expired and the two-year grace period has passed?” 

 

G1E03 - Choice C, replaced “maybe” with "may" 

 

G1E08 – Deleted and replaced with the following: 

G1E08 (B) [97.313(j)] 

What is the maximum PEP output allowed for spread spectrum transmissions? 

A. 100 milliwatts 

B. 10 watts 

C. 100 watts 

D. 1500 watts 

 

G1E11 - Deleted and replaced with: 

G1E11 (D) [97.221, 97.305] 

On what bands may automatically controlled stations transmitting RTTY or data emissions communicate with other 

automatically controlled digital stations? 

A. On any band segment where digital operation is permitted 

B. Anywhere in the non-phone segments of the 10-meter or shorter wavelength bands 

C. Only in the non-phone Extra Class segments of the bands 

D. Anywhere in the 6-meter or shorter wavelength bands, and in limited segments of some of the HF bands 

 

G2B01 – Modified question and choice C.  It now reads as follows: 

G2B01 (C) [97.101(b), (c)] 

Which of the following is true concerning access to frequencies? 

A. Nets always have priority 

B. QSOs in progress always have priority 

C. Except during emergencies, no amateur station has priority access to any frequency 

D. Contest operations must always yield to non-contest use of frequencies 

 

G2B08 - In the question, changed “station” to “stations”: 

 

G2C04 - In the first half of distractor B, inserted a question mark at the end of "Are you operating full break-in?”  

 

G3A01 - Replaced “about” with “with regard to” 

 

G3C08 - Choice D, removed the “s” on propagation and added "the" before “F region”  
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G4B14 - Deleted "a” before digital readout 

 

G4E10 - Choice B, changed "though" to "through" 

 

G7 - added “SUBELEMENT” before “G7” 

 

G8A06 - Deleted and replaced with: 

G8A06 (D) 

Which of the following is characteristic of QPSK31? 

A. It is sideband sensitive 

B. Its encoding provides error correction 

C. Its bandwidth is approximately the same as BPSK31 

D. All these choices are correct 

 

G8C05 - Changed “an NAK” to “a NAK” 

 

G8C08 - Choice B, replace “symbols” with “bit sequences” 

 

G9B10 - Changed correct choice from “32 feet” to “’33 feet” 

 

G9B11 - Changed correct choice from “131 feet” to “132 feet” 

 

G0B12 - Placed a carriage return/line feed after “(C)” 


